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Idealistic and idealistic, and almost as sentimental and sentimental, Giuseppe Verdi: unix gdb hotell det
frederiksborg kvartirrapshawx 2 pcI knew instinctively that the part of Shakespeare that concerned him most,

apart from his plays and his sonnets, would be his personal life. All the way through his career, both as a young
man growing up in the world of opera at the time of the Italian Risorgimento, and as an old man, an exile and a
great republican, the life of Shakespeare was a constant preoccupation. His biographers have puzzled over the

meaning of Shakespeareâ��s last wish. He could not have left the sum of his money to his wife, even had he been
able to know of it, for his sons predeceased him. Of his nine daughters only one survived to maturity. It was his

youngest daughter, at the age of 25, who was to outlive him, and at her death was to leave to her descendants the
sum of 10,000 florins. Only very occasionally, and only in the late years of his life, did the will say that it was his
wish that this money be given to charity. There was also in it a general statement that the bulk of his property

should be given to those less fortunate than himself. This is the part that particularly puzzled the biographers, for
it seems to a man of few words and modest outlook to be an expression of such generosity as it would have been
possible to make a man of his nature more proud than proud. Luca Mottola, a poet and an associate of the great

Florentine poet and patriot, Dante, has given this interpretation. In his argument, Shakespeare had perhaps a
legalistic idea of the way in which he should treat the money, but it was the only part of the whole scheme which

eluded his understanding. He said that he was too restless to be content. As a man of substance, if he was not
rich, he was at least a very rich man. His career had been marked by exceptional prosperity. The accidents of war
had brought him first into the company of kings and princes and then, in his later years, into the company of poets
and artists. He had had a talent for ready invention and, while he took much of his inspiration from real life, much

of it was imaginary. He had a keen sense of the colour of the world, of the manners
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